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ABSTRACT
Missional communities are failing. Missional communities are failing because
they do not contextualize the nature, function, and historical forms of the church.
Specifically, missional communities fail due to lack of leadership, gospel proclamation,
incarnational living to a particular people, and mission dependence on the Holy Spirit.
All of these things stem from not putting the nature, function, and historical forms of the
church before modern forms.
Missional communities will begin to thrive if communities will not just copy
forms of other missional churches, but if they will contextualize the nature, functions, and
historical forms of the church in their own settings. A thriving missional community will
have trained leaders who lead their communities to live in unity, proclaim the gospel, live
out Jesus incarnationally to a particular people, and practice dependence on the Holy
Spirit.
In this written statement we will first look at the pitfalls that cause missional
communities to fail. Then we will look at the approaches churches have taken to address
the problem of missional communities failing. We will then explore ways in which we
can move from failure to thriving as a missional community. This paper will describe a
program that addresses the issues of missional communities failing through a
comprehensive coaching process. The coaching process will help leaders avoid the
pitfalls that lead to failure, helping them to install practices that lead to a thriving
missional community.

viii

CHAPTER ONE: THE PROBLEM
Introduction
A few years ago there was a diverse group of pastors in a room from all over the
metro New York City area anxious to learn about the gospel and the mission of God.
These pastors had read all of the data of the decline of the church in America and had
seen it firsthand in their own ministries. They were convinced that living out the
missional life in community was the direction their churches should move. Their group
had invited a missional community leader from outside their area who had achieved
success leading missional communities. This group of pastors were eager to visit with
them, ready to learn and prepare the shift in their churches.
They started to implement principles that had found success in other places. They
brought up issues, that didn’t seem to be working for them, but the leader just encouraged
them to try harder. Eventually, they realized that the Northeastern United States
structures were different than the area the leader was from. They began to ask about
contextualizing missional communities within their own structures. In response, the
leader told them they have to “blow up” their structures. Over time the pastors got
frustrated, as the leader didn’t seem interested in helping them contextualize, and some
eventually walked away. Others listened to the leader, though he was hurting their
churches. Ultimately, the missional communities failed because of poor leadership, lack
of incarnation, and because of copying another modern form.
This paper will show that missional communities are failing because they are not
contextualizing the nature, biblical functions, and historical forms of the church.
Missional communities are failing because of lack of leadership, gospel proclamation,
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incarnational living to a particular people, and mission dependent on the Holy Spirit. All
of these stem from not putting the nature, function, and historical forms of the church
before modern forms.
In chapter one, we will establish why the church is in need of adjusting its
strategy of fulfilling Jesus’ commission, what adjustments are being made, and why
missional communities are failing. In chapter two, we will explore the nature, function,
and historical forms of the church along with solutions churches are taking to address the
adjustment in strategy. In the third chapter, we will explore ways in which missional
churches can address the failures to help their communities thrive. In chapter four, we
will describe the artifact, which will help pastors develop their plan to engaging
missionally their local contexts. And finally, chapter five we will explore in detail the
artifact and its execution.

Why the Church is Moving toward Missional
Research shows that the church in North America is declining. The rise of those
with no religious affiliation has led the church to seek alternatives to reaching the culture
with the Gospel. In response, more churches have pursued the “missio dei" leading to
missional communities being the primary organizing structure for some churches. The
missio dei is defined as the “mission of God.” Christopher Wright defines the mission as
“our committed participation as God’s people, at God’s invitation and command, in
God’s own mission within the history of God’s world for the redemption of God’s
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creation.”1 The mission of God must be rooted in the nature, function, and form of the
church.2 This mission is more than just sending people to a far off land to share Jesus; it
is who the people of God are.3 This mission of God is the overarching theme of
scripture.4 It is a mission that calls the people of God and empowers them to be a
foretaste of God’s Kingdom under the reign of Jesus.5
This redefining of mission has led to a new term commonly used in the church:
“missional.” Missional is an adjective describing everything related to mission.6 Darrell
Guder describes missional as “the essential, the centering understanding of the church’s
purpose and action.”7 A missional church is a church that is committed to the mission of
God.8 A missional church is a church that is always looking toward the people that are
not part of its community.9 The church is a social organization made up of humans, who
are the “called and redeemed people of God.”10

1

Christopher Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible's Grand Narrative (Downers
Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2006), loc. 192, Kindle.
2

Mark Husbands and Daniel J. Treier, The Community of the Word: Toward an Evangelical
Ecclesiology (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2005), 125.
3

Wright, loc. 216, Kindle.

4

Ibid., loc. 285, Kindle.

5

Husbands and Treier, 125.

6

Wright, loc. 266, Kindle.

7

Husbands and Treier, 116.

8

Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come: Innovation and Mission for the
21st Century Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2013), loc. 4603, Kindle.
9

Frost and Hirsch, loc. 284, Kindle.

10

Craig Van Gelder, The Essence of the Church: A Community Created by the Spirit (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2000), loc. 392, Kindle.
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A missional community is a group of people centered on the gospel to make
disciples of a particular group of people in a particular place. The missional community
disciples them both in and to Jesus. The missional community is a foretaste of the
Kingdom of God, giving people a taste of that Kingdom here and now. Because of the
sociological necessity of engaging the whole person, the missional church must take a
form that can engage all of the senses.11 Sociologist Robin Dunbar, who has done
extensive research on small groups, has shown that humans can maintain no more than
150 friends at one time. His research demonstrates different layers of emotional
connections at groups of five, fifteen, and fifty.12 Thus Mike Breen, one of the leading
practitioners of the missional church, breaks his church community up into groups of
twenty-fifty for maximum effectiveness in living out the mission of God. Breen calls
these groups of twenty-fifty “missional communities.”13
Therefore, churches living out the missional calling will organize themselves
differently. For reasons mentioned above, most organize into the group sizes Dunbar has
proposed. Though some such churches call their groups “missional communities,” others
do not. For our purposes, then, “missional community” will refer to any group size fifty
and below in which the group is living out the mission of God to a particular people in a
particular place. For the purposes of this paper this is any group living out the mission of

11

David E. Fitch, The End of Evangelicalism?: Discerning a New Faithfulness for Mission:
Towards an Evangelical Political Theology (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2011), 154.
12

Cornell University Library, “Calling Dunbar’s Numbers,” Physics and Society, accessed
October 17, 2016, https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.02400.
13

Verge Network, “Mike Breen: What is a Missional Community?” December 31, 2010, accessed
October 17, 2016, http://www.vergenetwork.org/2010/12/31/mike-breen-what-is-a-missional-communityprintable/.
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God not just a church that calls their groups missional communities. For example, if an
entire church is only fifty or below I would call them a missional community if they are
living out the mission of God to a particular people and place. We will address larger
group sizes as they relate to and impact the missional community, though larger groups
are not the focus of our study.
Because of “Christendom” (which we will address later in this chapter) the church
had drifted away from the missio dei. In more recent years, the church has responded by
getting back to the basics and returning to the missio dei. Although many churches have
become missional, missional communities are failing. Missional communities fail
because they are putting modern forms first, rather than contextualizing the nature of the
church, biblical functions, and historical forms.

Missional Community Survey Summary
In order to develop the artifact, I surveyed over twenty churches representing
nearly 200 missional communities across America. This research can be found in the
appendix of this paper. Based on the results of this survey, certain elements became
evident in thriving missional communities: they are unified around the Spirit’s mission,
they show long term faithfulness to the mission of God and Jesus-centered leader, and the
group has familial-like ties. In communities that failed, I found lack of committed
leadership and a lack of mission. The lack of committed leadership came from leaders
lacking staying engaged to the missional process long term, understanding the Kingdom
of God, and how to contextualize mission. The lack of mission was caused by
communities not understanding how to incarnate the Kingdom of God or listen to the
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Holy Spirit’s leading. When asked what elements allowed a missional community to
thrive, the answers were Holy Spirit-dependence, leadership, gospel identities, and
communal meals.
In fifty percent of cases, leaders responded that gatherings with a larger group
didn’t help the missional community, while ninety percent of thriving missional
communities were part of a gathering of fifty or more. Although many missional
community leaders did not want to say that a weekend worship gathering mattered to a
missional community thriving ninety percent of missional communities that thrived were
part of a worship gathering with critical mass of fifty or more.
Communal meals were rated the most important element of a thriving community.
Data showed that a missional community smaller than ten people doesn’t have a great
chance of survival, and if the community cannot gather with a group of fifty or more, it is
likely to fail. The practice of the Lord’s Supper was important, since ninety percent of
groups that failed did not practice it. The Lord’s Supper has direct connection to teaching
people the gospel which the study found that failing groups did not proclaim the gospel.
100% of groups that thrived lived as a caring family. A caring family is one that serves
each other, spends time together, and loves as Christ loved them. A theme in the written
responses was that the American church does not give churches enough time to develop
leadership, as many are looking for a quick fix. Some give up because people aren’t
“getting it.” The need to slow down was mentioned as well. More detailed analysis of the
data found will be explored later on in this chapter.
In summary, missional communities are failing because of lack of leadership,
gospel proclamation, incarnational living to a particular people, Holy Spirit-dependent
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mission, practice of the Lord’s Supper, and communal meals. It was clear from my
research that missional communities thrive when emphasis is placed on these elements.
Missional communities that fail are not contextualizing the nature of the church by
incarnating the Kingdom, following the Spirit’s mission, or living as a unified
community. They do tend to have biblical functions as part of what they do, as it was
reported that both thriving and failing communities worshipped, taught scripture, and that
the majority cared for each other. Overall there was a negligible difference in the living
out of biblical functions between thriving and failing missional communities. But it was
reported that groups that failed did not contextualize gospel proclamation. The lack of
contextualization of the forms of the church was also evident in failing missional
communities. And importantly, as stated, there was lack of eating together around a table,
that helps facilitate familial like community. “Communal eating” will be the term I use
throughout this written statement to describe the facilitation of fellowship as most often it
happens around a table with food or drink.
Christendom to Post-Christendom
The church has entered a new era of Christianity. It is leaving Christendom and
entering “post-Christendom.” George Barna’s recent research on church growth in
America found that thirty-eight percent of America is now considered post-Christian.14
Thom Rainer’s research has shown that ninety-six percent of churches are in decline
when compared to local population growth, failing to keep up with the growing

14

Barna Research, “5 Trends Among the Unchurched,” Barna Update, accessed February 15,
2015, https://www.barna.org/barnaupdate/culture/685fivetrendsamongtheunchurched#.VQhmEGR4pLN/.
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population.15 Pew Research found that those with no religious affiliation, or the “nones,”
were increasing at a faster rate than ever before.16 There are more and more unaffiliated
religious in the younger generation than any prior generation, and an astounding seventyfive percent of the religious unaffiliated grew up with a religious affiliation.17
At its inception, Christianity started as a revolutionary movement of people in the
margins. The first disciples of Jesus were not looked highly upon in society. Over
decades and then centuries as Christianity gave rise to being more formalized, the gospel
moved throughout the Middle East and Europe, gradually moving to the forefront of
society and away from the margins. Three hundred years after Jesus, no longer
persecuted and hidden, Christianity became the state religion.
The culture that has prevailed over Western culture since the fourth century has
come to be known as “Christendom.”18 Constantine’s adoption of Christianity as the
imperially favored religion, when he converted to Christianity in 312, was the turning
point.19 Christendom did not immediately dominate, but gained force gradually.20 When

15

Church Leaders, “Startling Facts and An Up Close Look at Church Attendance,” Pastor
Articles, accessed February 15, 2015, http://www.churchleaders.com/pastors/pastor-articles/139575-7startling-facts-an-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-in-america.html.
16

Pew Research, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” America Religion, accessed
December 12, 2015, http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/.
17

Paul Taylor, The Next America: Boomers, Millennials, and the Looming Generational
Showdown (New York, NY: Public Affairs, 2014), loc. 2533, Kindle.
18

Michael Frost, Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian Culture (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Publishing Group, 2006), loc. 92, Kindle.
19

Michael Goheen, A Light to the Nations: The Missional Church and the Biblical Story (Ada,
MI: Baker Academic, 2011), loc. 306, Kindle.
20

Stuart Murray, Post-Christendom (Crownhill, Milton Keynes, UK: Paternoster Press, 2004), loc.
657, Kindle.
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Constantine died, there was nervousness about his successors’ commitment to
Christianity, but both of his sons continued their father’s policy.21 In time, church and
state became so unified that even bishops were using the palace as their headquarters.22 If
Constantine was the turning point in the move to Christendom, then Theodosius was the
finish line. Theodosius instituted several laws including an edict in 380 bringing unity to
the church and state through legislation, and again in 391-392, when laws were instituted
to ban pagan and cultic practices.23
Christendom allowed the church to care for the poor, take care of the sick, and
preach the gospel, making the church attractive to pagans and encouraging them to
convert to Christianity. Christianity grew through a combination of the attractive lives of
believers who lived like Jesus’ earliest followers, and through the state sanctioning of the
Christian “Way”. Christendom was widely accepted and largely had no opponents.24 It
had successfully moved from the margins to the center of society. This impacted culture
and determined the culture of the future. No longer were the pagan rituals of the past
passed down through generations. Instead, the Christian faith was inherited.25
Many good things came about because of Christendom, among them preaching,
the building of beautiful basilicas, liturgy, systematic theology, organizational structure,

21

Ibid., loc. 683, Kindle.

22

Ibid., loc. 684, Kindle.

23

Ibid., loc. 699, Kindle.

24

Ibid., loc. 683, Kindle.

25

Ibid., loc. 683, Kindle.
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and a cultural value of compassion toward the poor.26 The dominant negative result of
Christendom was the lack of missional identity, and consequent coercion and abuse of
power.27
As the church moved from the margins to the center of power, evangelism
became a top-down enterprise, employing political, cultural, and even military power to
“convert” people to Christianity.28 During this time, Christians largely forgot who they
were. As a result, Christianity moved from being, as Michael Frost says, “a dynamic,
revolutionary, social, and spiritual movement to being a static religious institution with its
attendant structures, priesthood, and sacraments.”29
This naturally lead to loss. It took generations for the decline in Christendom to
become obvious, but it was a natural effect of a lack of missional identity or living out the
Missio Dei. The Christian story had been lost to institution, which ultimately led to the
loss of Christendom.30 The church became obsessed with its own institutional
maintenance rather than following the call of God.31
Evidence that we are now in a post-Christendom period is all around. First, we see
the separation of church and state as the law of the land in Western countries. In America,
where some may argue the Bible belt still upholds Christendom, we have seen prayer

26

Frost and Hirsch, loc. 393, Kindle.

27

Goheen, loc. 330, Kindle.

28

Murray, loc. 860, Kindle

29

Frost, loc.108, Kindle.

30

Ibid., loc. 136, Kindle.

31

Goheen, loc. 320, Kindle.
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taken out of schools, ten commandments removed from courthouses, and nativity scenes
removed or diminished from public property.32 In my own town, a large local church
decided to meet in the elementary school, assuming they would be a welcomed by the
community. This church went through a process with the local school board and began
preparing the school for their arrival; yet they failed to realize America is no longer
within Christendom. The church failed to realize that in this town, filled with young
families, children are, functionally speaking, the gods. This church was surprised when
some local town parents noticed their children’s blacktop being used as a church parking
lot, and they began to ask questions. Some reacted strongly to the fact that a church was
going to meet in their school and protested against it. There was social media and
physical picketing against the move. Politicians got involved, blocking the move as well.
Ultimately the church was voted out of the town. The church leadership was surprised.
This anecdote demonstrates that we are deeper into a post-Christendom culture than we
ever have been.
Pew Research shows that from 2007 to 2014, the prevalence of Christianity
declined by eight percent, mostly within mainline Protestant and Catholics congregations,
while the religious affiliation “nones” rose by nearly seven percent.33 The number of
evangelical Protestants dipped by less than one percent, the lowest of all Christian

32
33

Frost, loc. 111, Kindle.

Pew Research, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” America Religion, May 12, 2015,
accessed December 12, 2015, http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religiouslandscape/.
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groups, while in that same period evangelical churches grew in number.34 Data shows
that growing churches are growing mostly from church transfers rather than the influx of
new believers. There is less and less reason for people to show up to church on a Sunday
morning because it is becoming less and less socially desirable.35 Among the majority of
my neighbors I have seen this. Being a Christian is okay, but at times is made fun of—
deemed hokey and make-believe. In my neighborhood, a committed Christian is in the
minority. Based on the rise of mega churches, it would seem their approach is working.
But evidence tells a different story. This has led to an effort by churches to create
missional communities to reach the “nones” in our culture.
There have been multiple responses to the demise of Christendom. First, some
church leaders act as if nothing has changed. Some write that the data reveals a change in
how people fill out surveys.36 Those in denial of the demise of Christendom assume it is
still the predominant cultural force and act accordingly.37 Church networks,
denominations, and leadership groups organize conferences to motivate people to rebuild the old forms. Although Christendom is not the main influence over the broader

34

Christian Post, “Megachurches Growing Face Declining Weekly Attendance Protestant
Church,” Church and Ministry, accessed October 1, 2016,
http://www.christianpost.com/news/megachurches-growing-face-declining-weekly-attendance-protestantchurch-151570/.
35

Frost, loc. 159, Kindle.

36

CNN, “No: American Christianity Is Not Dead,” CNN Religion, accessed April 1, 2016,
http://www.cnn.com/2015/05/16/living/christianity-american-dead/index.html.
37

Murray, loc. 3139, Kindle.
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culture, these organizations make the assumption that it’s shaping how churches form
today.38
Secondly, the church prays for a revival of the old way. Some are aware of the
downward trend and pray for revival, which according to Stuart Murray is “a backwardlooking concept steeped in Christendom thinking.”39 Matt Chandler, at a conference of
church planting leaders, preached that those leaders were to bring revival to the church,
thus reversing what we see in the data.40 He was simply preaching a revival of the old
ways of Christendom.
The third approach is to do church better, in hopes people will come. Churches that
respond this way start to assume that if they put up a billboard, send out more marketing
mailers, do more promotional events, make their worship services better, improve kids
and youth ministry, or make their marketing slogans more cutting-edge, people will
attend. While this works at times, and more people sometimes attend, the shift is more
akin to rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic than to changing the culture.41 The danger
is that as some churches do these things and bring in more congregants than the church
down the street, they think they are more successful, when really people are just leaving
one church to attend another.42
A fourth approach involves churches rethinking the way that church is done.
Churches are beginning to explore the missio dei more proactively. As described earlier,

38

Goheen, loc. 333, Kindle.

39

Murray, loc. 3146, Kindle.

40

Acts 29, Lead Pastors Retreat Main Session.

41

Murray, loc. 3264, Kindle.

42

Frost and Hirsch, loc. 516, Kindle.
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the missional community movement is leading the way in thinking about church
differently. Not all call the movement “missional”, as some use the terms: emergent,
house church, mini church, gospel communities, discipleship communities, table church,
dinner church, or other names. In each case, the premise is that the missional community
is a family of God’s people centered around Jesus, sent with a mission to a particular
people and place, to make disciples that make disciples, by embodying the Kingdom of
God here and now.
Missional communities are a step in the right direction, but they too are failing.
To understand why missional communities fail, it is helpful to understand how they are
supposed to operate. The missional community is to incarnate the Kingdom of God into
the particular context in which God has called them. The problem is, some missional
communities fall into the same traps other churches have, leading to colonial churches
not incarnate ones.43 Missional communities that thrive will contextualize the nature of
the church, biblical functions, and historical forms.

Modern Forms Before Contextualization Leads to Failure
Missional communities fail because they are putting modern forms first rather
than contextualizing the nature of the church, biblical functions, and historical forms. A
“form” is what the church looks like practically. A form is the actual structure of the
church like a small group, worship service, prayer event, outreach event, Lord’s Supper,
baptism, church building, and so on. A missional community is called to contextualize

43

Leonard Sweet, So Beautiful: Divine Design for Life and the Church (Colorado Springs, CO:
Cook, 2009), loc. 3806, Kindle.
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the nature, function, and historical forms of the chuch because they are the primary
organizing structure of the missional church.44 A missional community is a group of
people called to a particular group of people, to make disciples that make disciples in a
particular place, discipling them both in and to Jesus. We will flesh these out in more
detail in chapter three but the nature of the church is that it: 1) incarnates the Kingdom, 2)
pursues the Spirit’s mission, and 3) lives as a unified community. The key functions of
the church that support a thriving missional community are worship, proclamation of the
gospel, care, fellowship, and leadership. The historical forms are sacraments, gatherings,
and the table. These three historical forms summarize the forms of the church that have
weaved their way throughout history. The nature, function, and form will be explored
further in chapter three. The missional communities that fail are not contextualizing many
of these aspects into their culture, but rather put modern forms before them.
Missional communities that fail tend to make the same mistakes as churches that
went before them, who were copying forms that went before them. They repeat the same
forms, rather than contextualizing nature (why), function (what), and form (how). Many
missional communities jump to the “how” without thinking about the “what” and the
“why.” It is common for a missional-community-driven church to de-value anything from
Christendom. It is assumed that because the forms of Christendom led to decline in
disciple-making, those forms should be thrown out. Devaluing prior forms because one
aspect has diminished effectiveness is unhealthy as well. It devalues the contextualization
that worked for decades. Alan Hirsch and Michael Frost, in their book Shaping of Things
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to Come, argue that there are no continuous forms from context to context.45 Missional
communities that throw out the historical forms do not thrive but fail.
Missional communities also make the mistake of copying forms of others they see
as successful. Churches that do this fail to do the work of contextualizing the nature,
function, and historical forms of the church. They determine the “how” of church rather
than the who, whose, and where, defining the church by its structures as a social
community or a business, rather than the nature of the church as a spiritual community.46
As mentioned earlier, the work of Dunbar and others suggests that the study of social
sciences or business principles can lead one to form churches around social-scientific or
business principles rather than the scriptures. This implementing of forms in a decontextualized way ultimately leads to failure.47 This has played out in churches. On the
side of business principles, churches will measure success by people, money, and
buildings. If a church is having success in drawing people and money, and in building
new buildings, the church will find itself on the cover of magazines; the church’s leaders
will be invited to speak at conferences, and their model will be seen as something to
strive for. While it is true that a church like this might grow, what is celebrated is the
form. So, church leaders implement the current form they see rather than the nature,
function, and historical forms of Christianity. The leaders begin to run the church as a
business rather than a spiritual enterprise.48
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The attractional church often relies on business principles as its form. It is built
around the word “come” while the missional church is built around the word “go.”49
Putting the attraction of the church first does not necessarily lead to church growth.
While these churches are accomplishing their goal of getting more people to come to
their particular local church, they are not actually reaching the goal of seeing more
Christians overall.50 As mentioned earlier, there is a decline across all types of
Christianity. So, if these attractional churches are growing, yet there’s a decline in those
who identify as Christian, it is easy to conclude that this form is not working like they
think it is. Because this model of church measures success on numbers rather than the
Kingdom of God, they are failing on both counts. This type of church, attractional and
based on business models, makes an assumption that the culture is still within
Christendom. These churches are making this assumption because they believe they can
attract people with programs, services, and excellent worship gatherings.51 There is an
assumption that the broader community will come if their form is excellent. But data
shows the broader community is not coming. They are attracting an ever-shrinking part of
the culture.
As it becomes obvious that the attractional church is not thriving, the church is
exploring its missional identity. Churches organized around missional communities have
become more prevalent as evidenced by the rise in missional community conferences and
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resources. My own denomination has gone from no missional, community-driven
churches to close to twenty in the last eight years. Where the attractional church builds
around business forms, the missional church builds around social forms. At times,
however, the missional church has made the same mistake as the attractional church by
copying forms from modern culture rather than contextualizing the nature, function, and
historical forms of the church.
As missional churches become established and begin to have success, other
churches will look to those having success as models for their own churches. Again, in
the missional church, social forms will be copied rather than business ones. Missional
communities will pick other missional communities they like and copy them, regardless
of the culture in which they find themselves. For example, there is a popular missional
network called Soma in the Seattle area. They effectively contextualized the nature,
function, and forms of the church in their culture. Their network became popular and
many missional communities across America began to adopt their form, but in cultures
very different than Seattle. This led to failure.
The social forms that were established by the Soma group were with missional
communities. Within that form they had groups of three to four they called DNA groups.
They had other forms such as city groups, where two to three missional communities
would gather together for events. There were regular service projects, outreach events,
and training seminars also demanded. It was said that in a healthy missional community
members were engaged in four to six social forms a week. The traditional Sunday
morning worship service was seen as not important. In fact, some Soma churches did not
have a traditional Sunday morning worship service. These forms worked in the Seattle
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area where Soma saw their movement of missional communities go from one to over fifty
and multiplying out into other churches. These social forms effectively contextualized the
nature and functions of the church into their local culture. When churches in the New
York City metro area began to implement the same social forms they did not work. With
the culture being different, the nature and functions of the church needed to be
contextualized, coming up with different social forms.
For example, in the New York City metro area we found that some forms worked
while others did not. The Sunday morning worship service was very important to
missional engagement with the community. When churches began to de-emphasize it, the
church lost its missional momentum. We also found that forcing people into multiple
social forms throughout the week was impossible. We learned that one weekly social
form outside of the weekly Sunday morning worship service helped to facilitate missional
momentum.
Furthermore, if missional communities decide to get rid of every structure
associated with Christendom, they respond in an unhealthy way as they are not
contextualizing well because Christendom happened and still has an affect on the cutlure.
While the attractional church mistakenly assumes we are still in Christendom, the
missional church can easily assume that the church is in pre-Christendom. In actuality,
the church is in post-Christendom.52 And by not contextualizing the historical forms of
Christianity found throughout Christendom, missional communities are failing. There
have been continuous forms throughout the history of the church that may not have been
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in pre-Christendom but were created in a Christendom culture.53 Christendom has
happened and there are effects of it in every culture.

Missional Community Failure Analysis
The same data holds true for the missional church as it does the attractional
church. As was previously discussed, data shows that the church is in decline. The data
from my research showed that about thirty percent of missional communities have failed
or are failing. Some pastors reported that their communities had not failed, but they had
not lived up to expectations. When I asked the question: “Have any of your missional
communities not thrived?,” all answered “yes.” Thus, it would seem that missional
pastors have trouble defining success or failure within the missional church, or calling
something a failure when appropriate.
My research (shown in detail in the appendix) has shown that a missional
community is a “group of people centered on the gospel, called to make disciples that
make disciples by embodying the Kingdom of God to a particular group in a particular
place, discipling them both in and to Jesus.” This definition is the metric missional
pastors use for success according to those pastors who responded to my survey. They
reported that missional communities that failed did not live up to this vision. To
analytically asses this, many missional leaders evaluate how many relationships have the
built with people that do not know Christ, are they implementing structures to live out
their mission, are they training each other in Christ, and is the group multiplying leaders.
In breaking down the elements of the statement, forty percent of failed communities were
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not “centered on the Gospel,” and ninety percent did not “make disciples to a particular
people.”
This written statement will explore in more detail the nature, functions, and
historical forms of the church. The nature of the church is a unified community
incarnating the Kingdom of God by the leading of the Holy Spirit. Missional
communities that failed tended to rely on current forms rather than contextualizing the
nature, function, and historical forms of Christianity. According to the survey, 100% of
missional communities that failed put programmatic forms before living out the nature of
the church. It was reported that seventy-five percent of the missional communities that
failed did not listen to the Holy Spirit. Sixty percent of groups that failed were not unified
as a community. Sixty percent of groups that failed did not know or live out their identity
as an embodiment of Jesus’ Kingdom. When it comes to the functions of church
leadership, development was the biggest factor in whether or not a community failed.
Seventy-five percent of communities failed without effective biblical leadership
development. Gospel proclamation was another big factor. At a rate of ninety percent,
groups that failed did not effectively know or proclaim the gospel in word or deed.
Finally, sixty percent of communities that fail do not care well for each other or their
communities.
It was found that functions such as worship, fellowship, and teaching did not have
an effect on whether or not a group failed because each group reported that they did those
things well. This gives some credibility to the idea that current forms were implemented
first in groups that failed because these are the most common forms of the attractional,
Christendom-style church.
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Lack of contextualizing the Lord’s Supper was related to the biggest failure rate
amongst communities. All communities had a rhythm of baptism that was very similar
whether they failed or thrived. It was reported, however, that groups that failed had very
few baptisms in comparison to groups that thrived. When asked about specific groups,
their sizes, and connection to a larger gathering, seventy percent of failed missional
communities reported not connecting to a larger worship gathering. According to our
findings, the number one cause of groups’ thriving was communal eating.
I assert that missional communities are failing because they put current forms
before contextualizing the nature, function, and historical forms of the church. This leads
to passionless leadership causing many to give up too soon. It was said many times by
various pastors that sticking it out for the long term helped a group move from failure to
thriving. Implementing current forms without doing the hard work of contextualizing the
nature, function, and historical forms of the church causes missional communities to
become fragmented in structure and organization. With no strong leadership or
connection to a broader group, communities give up and neglect the contextualization
that is needed to thrive.
This chapter looked at the problem of missional communities failing. We
explored some research of practitioners with their experience as well as some of my own.
We addressed Christendom and its effect on how the church is lived out. We established
that missional communities are failing because they put current forms before
contextualizing the nature, function, and historical forms of the church.

CHAPTER TWO: OTHER SOLUTIONS

Churches have tried with varying success to address the problem of putting
current forms before contextualizing the nature, function, and historical forms of the
church. In this chapter, I will look at various philosophies of churches that live out the
missional call of Jesus. Many churches claim to be missional but overemphasize one
form rather than being balanced. I will look at different models of the missional church
including “missional table” which includes table church, house church, and dinner
church; the “programmatic” missional church; the missional liturgy church; missional
preaching; missional-attractional; and the missional parish.

Missional Table
The first model involves churches that practice the missional table. These are
churches that meet specifically around the table in a home, restaurant, or place of
business. The structure is intentionally small to foster deeper relationships within the
church community.54 Across the country, this type of church is known as: dinner church,
house church, and table church.
In the first century, most church took place around the table. Worship services
revolved around a meal, typically in someone’s home.55 Even when the church could not
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gather in someone’s home, they found a space where they could share a meal.56 These
meals were at times called “Agape Feasts” or “Love Feasts.”57 In scripture Jude 12,
Ephesians 5:15-21, and 1 Corinthians 11:17-34 refer to these love feasts. Jesus spent a lot
of his ministry around a table; in Luke Jesus was coming, going, or present at a table.58
Some modern churches have returned to this early church form, contextualizing it within
their local context. This type of church clearly contextualizes the historical form of the
church by having the Lord’s Supper around a table on a weekly basis. It also incorporates
historical prayers and hymns, even adopting the liturgy of the first century.59 This type of
church provides insight into what it would have been like to worship in the early church.
This type of church has many strengths. The most important strength is the
relationships that are built.60 Because this type of church is smaller and centered around a
meal, it creates an environment where people can connect in a deep way. It does well at
contextualizing the historical liturgical form of the church. This model can also incarnate
the body of Christ into a particular context because it does not copy another modern
form. Each missional table will look different depending on the context. This church
model starts with the nature of the church, effectively contextualizing care and
fellowship.
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The weakness of this type of church is that it falls short in contextualizing other
biblical functions that may not be connected to the form. There are different types of
“missional table” churches; dinner church, table church, or house church. Emily Scott, a
leader in the “dinner church” model says the goal is to add gatherings around a meal.
Scott also raises the concern that, “we put practice before belief.” 61 This type of church
is very intentional about form—the shared meal—rather than looking to the nature and
function of the church. Because the meal is emphasized as the center of the church, other
functions of the church such as fellowship, care for the community, and the nature of a
unified community naturally flow out. There is a lot to learn from dinner church, but it
can fall short in contextualizing the incarnation of the Kingdom of God and many other
functions of the church. It can fall short because it places the form of the church ahead of
the nature and function. This focus on the form over function and nature can cause a
church to fall short.
The house church, another kind of “missional table church,” is similar to the
dinner church but focuses more on the nature and function of the church. Jesus and the
gospel are the center of the house church rather than a particular form. This type of
church is becoming more popular across North America because of the relationships that
are built. It has a strong attraction to churchgoers who are tired of the modern
Christendom-style church. This type of church has not caught on with the unchurched, so
the house church generally does not actually reach the people they are passionate about
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reaching.62 This model resists historical forms such as structure and larger gatherings, and
fails at reaching neighbors.63
The missional table church does not seek to be a part of a larger gathering such as
a larger church made up of missional communities. It seeks to be an easy place to build
relationships, and is not dependent upon larger structures. It fails to recognize that while
the culture around it is no longer a culture of Christendom, the culture is still affected by
Christendom. The missional table church ignores some key functions and historical forms
expressed throughout history in its effort to play out the early church form of church
around a table. After starting out the right way, pursuing the Missio Dei by
contextualizing the nature and function of the church, these groups swing the pendulum
in the opposite direction. These groups tend to not copy each other. But because there is
very little in the way of structure, the communities die off quickly or do not get off the
ground at all.

Programmatic Missional
The next solution to the proposed problem is what I am calling “programmatic
missional.” In fairness, leaders under this heading would never classify themselves as
programmatic, though they implement clear structures. For the purposes of this written
statement, I will refer to these types of churches as “programmatic missional churches.”
Programmatic missional churches come from movements such as Soma and the 3DM
networks. There are others like them, but these networks offer much to investigate.
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The strength of the Soma method in addressing the proposed problem is that they
start with the missio dei as discussed in the first chapter. Soma starts with Jesus’ mission
while contextualizing the nature, function, and historical forms of the church. Soma sets
out to engage missionally with the culture, seeking to understand their culture, then
reaching people in their context by applying the gospel in a culturally-specific way. This
group developed missional communities that made disciples that make disciples. Initially
this model of church was deconstructing the old models and reforming the church into
something new. It began powerfully. The church grew numerically through conversions.
They fought against the Christendom mindset of “bigger is best” and multiplied
communities into smaller communities that networked together, gathering regularly as a
network of missional communities.
There are great strengths in this model, but there are also weaknesses. As time
went on, there was a strong Christendom-like pressure to organize for the structure and
maintenance of the church. They established dynamic authoritarian structures, and new
churches birthed from this network had to look the same, like carbon copies. Soma calls
their program the “everyday life program.”64 They establish the program of the everyday
life rhythms, which they define as ways to live out the nature of the church.65 As stated,
this became programmatic and was expected to transfer across all contexts. When they
made this move, the network stalled out. Fewer and fewer new disciples were made
though more and more church transfers came. Because of the success they had in
applying the nature, function, and historical forms of the church in the northwestern
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United States, they created a programmatic structure that they began to apply in every
cultural context. In doing so, Soma lost the heartbeat of how they started and failed at
contextualizing the nature, function, and historical forms across new culture contexts.
The methods used by 3DM were similar to those of the Soma communities. When
the movement first started contextualizing within a European culture, the missio dei was
put first. From there, the movement developed a lot of different tools to be implemented,
rather than focusing on the nature, function, and historical forms of the church. The
pressure to implement their particular form took precedence.
Proponents of this model would contend that implementing a new structure with
people is like learning to golf for the first time. Repetition is needed to create new muscle
memory so that an action becomes natural. In my research, pastors who take this
approach have said that “Missional Communities fail when the leadership gives up too
early before the new rhythms of life have time to take root.” While there is some truth to
this, the research shows that the missional communities fail when just implementing a
program.

Missional Liturgy
Another method making headway within the missional church movement is the
liturgical church. This style of church is characterized by episcopal, orthodox, or catholic
style liturgy, though this type of church may or may not be connected with a
denomination. The cultural impact of the millennial generation is being taken into
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account, as many millennials are seeking a more liturgical style of worship.66 Liturgical
services reflect what is deep in the hearts of people,67 for as Leonard VanderZee says,
“God reveals himself through created things and the world may offer a sacramental
window into transcendent reality.”68 James K.A. Smith follows that up saying, “The
sacraments, we might say, are particular intensifications of a general sacramental
presence of God.”69
Among the strengths of this model is how churches are seeking to incarnate the
Kingdom of God within a specific culture through liturgical worship. Liturgical worship
seeks to provide a picture of the Kingdom of God,70 and the liturgy is a safe space for
people to connect to the people of God. Liturgy is safe because it gives people an order
and structure to operate in, people know what to expect. The method is contextualizing
historical forms, not just copying successful modern forms around them. Many of these
styles of church seek to contextualize the nature and functions of the church as well.
Liturgical missional churches are local intense previews of the Kingdom of God for a
particular community.71 It is the job of the community to contextualize the liturgy into the
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culture in which they live. Through the liturgy, the church seeks to be a foretaste of the
Kingdom of God through their gathering.72
Weaknesses with this model include how the churches fail to contextualize other
useful forms in their local community. Their form becomes the focus. Just as with the
table-focused church, the form becomes the driving force of the church, rather than the
nature and function of the church. Discipleship comes to be about maintaining the
historical form rather than discipling people in the Kingdom of God.

Missional Preaching
This method is made most popular by Tim Keller, the Acts 29 Network, and the
Gospel Coalition. These churches lead with the Missio Dei, with preaching as the center
of the movement. One of the founders of the movement, Mark Driscoll, with the help of
Gerry Breshears, defines the nature of the church as centered around scripture, and the
gathering’s focus as preaching.73 The focus of this model of church is on the apostles’
teaching in the form of preaching.74 This model of church will focus on theology, and
teaching through all of scripture. To further this emphasis, classes are often offered
outside of weekend Sunday gatherings. This model does not ignore other functions or the
nature of the church. They believe this all comes from the preaching.
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This method has many strengths, as it keeps the nature and function of the church
central. Preaching is a historical form that most seek to contextualize into their context.
People in this model of church know what the scriptures say.75 They are being obedient to
scripture so there is always a foundation of support for what they do.76 Members of this
model of church are always encouraged to seek the deep truths of scripture to help them
embody the nature and functions of the church within their local cultural context.
Weaknesses come as a direct result of their strengths. Because of the emphasis on
preaching and theological training, this model tends to produce disciples that that think
they have sound doctrine because they know the scriptures but they only have the
theology of their particular pastor; they don’t have a holistic look at the scriptures. They
also tend to lack in compassion for outsiders.77 Just like the method of missional liturgy,
the method can tend to create discipleship around form, in this case preaching, rather than
Jesus. With preaching being the center of this mode of church, it becomes easy for the
preacher to be center rather than Jesus. Churches following this method easily fall into
the trap of copying modern forms before contextualizing the nature, function, and
historical forms of the church because they want to follow the celebrity preacher. This
mode of church will quickly eliminate anyone without the gift of preaching from church
leadership, as all other gifts are deemed secondary.
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Missional Attractional
This model of church is the most popular model used to address the issues of the
current church. It is the most popular because most churches already have an attractional
bend, so they simply add to their programming a missional approach. Like a purely
attractional church, this model of church emphasizes programs, the weekend worship
service, culturally relevant sermons, contemporary music, and a dynamic lead pastor.78
This type of church is based on the assumption that the culture is still majority Christian,
yet it understands that the church is losing ground.79 These churches use phrases like
“helping people find their way back to God” or “rebuilding lives,” assuming that people
once followed God and simply need to come back to church.80 This type of church puts
the Missio Dei first, but makes the assumption that Christendom still reigns. The
emphasis of this approach is on having trendy looking meeting spaces with excellent
services and programs, with the intent of reaching the community. They take Jesus’ “call
to go” seriously by planting new churches in new communities. Slogans like “creating
environments where lost people love to attend” are used.81 Sermons are built around
perceived felt needs of the community in order to attract people to come to worship. The
greatest thrust of discipleship happens in the Sunday morning worship service.82
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The strength of the missional-attractional church is that it starts with
contextualizing the nature of the church, functions, and historical functions within its
context. Like other modes of the missional church, current missional-attractional forms
can be copied without church leaders contextualizing the nature, function, and historical
forms in their own context. This model does a good job of understanding the need to send
people into new places to bring the message of the Kingdom of God, but it struggles to
contextualize in the new context in which it arrives. This mode of church puts a huge
emphasis on multiplication of disciples as implied in the great commission of Jesus in
Matthew 28:19-20.83
Weaknesses of this church model have included making assumptions about the
culture they were entering, and not contextualizing the nature, function, and historical
forms of the church. The danger is that many already committed Christians are simply
transferring their attendance to these churches because they do the weekend worship
service better. But this has proven to not make new disciples of Jesus or to incarnate the
Kingdom of God. While seeking to multiply quickly, this type of church can emphasize
numbers over mission. The emphasis becomes reproduction rather than the Kingdom of
God.84 The reproduction in this model is all about the services, and forming small groups
rather than making disciples. The emphasis is “come and see” rather than the missio
dei.85 Alan Hirsch says, “attractional church operates from the assumption that to bring
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people to Jesus we need to first bring them to church.”86 This is the wrong way to look at
church. Jesus sent his disciples out to make disciples embodying the Kingdom of God.
Jesus did not tell his disciples to gather large crowds together. There is nothing wrong
with large crowds, which may develop as a result of making disciples. But the goal
should not be to produce large crowds. This model does try to engage with a missional
mindset while keeping their attractional functions. A missional-attractional church will
add missional communities as one of the options for attenders to engage in, making it a
program of the church.87 This doesn’t work because the leadership of the church does not
engage in the process of being missional. They run their attractional ministry instead.
Finally, this model continues to push forward the consumeristic mindset of the
attractional model.88 As Len Sweet says, “they collect experiences, collect meditative
techniques, collect special powers and gifts, collect gurus (aka “leaders”), and collect
sacred objects and pilgrimages (conferences).”89
As church planters, my colleagues and I made many of the same assumptions
when we started our church. In the missional-attractional mindset there is a “build it and
they will come” assumption. We built our church service and assumed that folks would
come. We sent out thousands of mailers, did marketing outreach events, and had signs
everywhere announcing that we were there. We had 300 people show up at our first
service, and hundreds of people attended after that. We found through our data collecting
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that no one was unchurched or de-churched. Everyone that came because of our
marketing efforts was leaving another church—mostly because our church provided a
better location for them, or because we just did things better. Essentially, we were just
more “attractive” to consumerist believers. We had nearly unlimited resources for a
church, through our sending church’s finances and our own fundraising efforts, so we
decided to throw a huge Easter Egg Hunt to try to get new people to the church. We ran
radio ads and flyer marketing, rallied the support of the township, and did many other
promotions. The whole town came. According to the missional-attractional mindset, this
is supposed to grow your church. We made ourselves known to the community. We were
using the top-down approach of Christendom, and as a result saw only people from other
churches. From the thousands in attendance at our Easter Egg Hunt, we tracked only 5
people who showed up to our Sunday morning worship service. They were all from other
churches. This was not incarnating the Kingdom of God in a community.

Missional Parishes
This method combines the best of the missional-attractional, programmatic
missional, organic missional, and missional liturgy approaches. A parish is a church in a
particular place, specific land where the church embodies the Kingdom of God.90 The
parish is called to care for the place in which the people are called.91 The parish is the
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center of multiple communities embodying the Kingdom throughout a particular place.92
The gospel is the center of the parish, not a methodology of how to do church. When the
gospel is the center of the parish, people are faithful in their presence and are dependent
on the Holy Spirit.93 The leader of the parish is a practitioner as well as a leader.94 Unlike
the missional-attractional method, a parish doesn’t just focus on the needs of the day, but
disciples with the big picture in mind. The Missional Parish model networks the
communities together for a common goal.95
Trinity Grace is pastored by Jon Tyson and meets in different locations across the
five boroughs of New York City. They are structured around the scattered, gathered, and
leadership spaces of the church. They have small missional communities where people do
life together in the scattered spaces helping each other make disciples in the cultural
places around tables in bars, homes, and coffee shops. They have corporate gatherings of
the saints that are contextualized to each neighborhood. These they call parishes. Each
gathering is built around the shared table and Lord’s supper. Aside from all of this, there
is leadership space reserved for folks who want to go deeper in Christ. Trinity Grace is
making disciples of Jesus in a very post-Christendom culture by contextualizing each of
the tables in the different spaces of their church. Jon told me in conversation that he tried
to simply copy previous forms. It wasn’t working. He tried to apply an established form
to a very different culture. He was not letting culture be his context. Through a
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discernment process, he narrowed his vision down to a bare minimum of what the church
would do when scattered, gathered, and with leaders. When he began to put function
before form, the church started to make disciples that made disciples. The parish model
allows for every neighborhood to contextualize the nature, function, and historical forms
of the church in the local culture in which the parish resides.
These methods of the missional church all address the issues of failing missional
communities to various degrees. Some are more aware of the issues than others. With
some, there are blind spots, though they are being intentional about addressing failures.
As with the missional-attractional method, those blind spots are covered up by drawing
people to their method even as they are failing. A missional programmatic method may
seem the best method as it has certain cultural contexts in which it works, but it doesn’t
work as well outside the home context unless adapted. The best current method to
addressing the failure of missional communities is the missional parish model, as it
allows for contextualization of the nature, function, and historical forms of the church
from neighborhood to neighborhood.

CHAPTER THREE: THESIS

In this chapter we will establish the thesis that missional communities thrive if
they avoid copying modern forms; if they contextualize the nature, function, and
historical forms of the church; and if they live this with faithful presence. We will first
establish the nature of the church. This paper will not holistically address every function
of the church, but will explore the functions that most effectively help a missional
community thrive when contextualized. Then we will look at the historical forms of the
church thematically. Finally, I will suggest what a thriving missional community will
look like.

The Nature of the Church
Jesus announces the kingdom; God’s Spirit guides his people to be a foretaste of
the kingdom to come. God’s people live the Imago Dei in the Missio Dei, which leads to
a unified community. This kingdom mission ultimately leads to a church. Understanding
the Kingdom of God is the start of understanding the nature of the church.96 The
foundation of the church’s form and function is in incarnating the Kingdom of God.
Adam Dodds concludes that “[n]umerous scholars have so convincingly established the
missionary nature of the church that there is now something of an ecumenical
consensus.”97
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Jesus’ Kingdom Incarnation
Jesus gave clues to the nature of the church in how he taught his disciples to pray,
“Your kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.”98 The Kingdom of
God is the purpose for which God has called the church.99 The point is not gathering as
many people as possible, building big facilities, or raising millions of dollars. The point is
to incarnate the kingdom that Jesus talks about in the scriptures. The kingdom is the end,
while the church is the means to that end. The church is called to embody the kingdom in
the world, going out to make disciples.100
At the center of the Kingdom of God is Jesus. Arguably, all of scripture points to
the restoration of the kingdom in creation through the work of Jesus.101 Jesus inaugurated
the kingdom, and through his resurrection demonstrated that heaven is already coming to
earth.102 The kingdom started in the original creation and will extend to the new
creation.103 The Kingdom of God was diminished because of sin making the kingdom no
longer as it should be, but God, in part through the agency of God’s people, did the work
of embodying and furthering the kingdom. God’s people are saved to be a part of God’s
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family and are given a purpose to make disciples of that kingdom.104 God’s people are
given the purpose of living out his kingdom in the world.105 Jesus is the central figure not
only of all of scripture but of the kingdom. The good news of Jesus is that he lived a
perfect life, died in our place, resurrected from the dead so we can live, and ascended into
heaven. The good news is also Jesus announcing the kingdom on earth now which is
through the way of the cross, dying to our self and resurrecting to a new life in Christ. In
Simply Jesus, NT Wright writes, “that this wasn’t just a foretaste of a future reality. This
was reality itself.”106 Jesus’ prayer on the kingdom was real. This prayer was announcing
that God’s reign was already here and is looking toward the new heaven and new earth.107
We have the current reality of the kingdom here now, and God’s people are simply a
foretaste of what is to come. The kingdom is already and not yet.108 The data shows that
those missional communities that do not understand this gospel identity, know the gospel,
or proclaim the gospel, fail at a high rate. It was also reported that having the gospel
central to a missional community helps them to thrive. It is essential that missional
communities understand Jesus and what he proclaimed, and did, regarding the Kingdom
of God.
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In light of living in the kingdom, the nature of the church is to be a foretaste of the
new heaven and new earth.109 The church embodies the kingdom by being God’s image
bearers filling the earth with his glory. In Pauline theology, the church is Christ in the
world.110
In announcing the kingdom, Jesus founded a community that lived out what it
meant to be the people of God.111 Throughout scripture, God interacts with a group of
people. First Israel, and now the church. Just as Israel was once God’s visible
community, now the church is to be, as Newbigin says, “God’s own people, His royal
priesthood on earth, the bearer of His light to the nations.”112
If the church is not living as a foretaste of a future inheritance, it just becomes a
means to another end. When the church is the means to the end, with the end being to
engage in the means, it is a vicious cycle leading to regression.113 Moral therapeutic
deism becomes the religion of this kind of church, meaning the church just becomes
about process, programs, structures, and forms, and the end is to perpetuate those
processes, programs, structures, and forms, leading the church to serve structure, or the
law, the very thing which Christ came to transform. As we established in Chapter Two,
missional communities do not thrive in this context.
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The church is commissioned by Jesus in Matthew 28:19-20 to perpetuate the
kingdom that he announced on earth. The church is to bring the message of good news, or
transformation, to the world through their community living out the kingdom.114 Jesus
showed the church how to do this through his incarnation. Jesus showed the church, as
Leonard Sweet says, “how to do God” and then Jesus turned to the church saying “Go
make disciples” or “Go do me.”115 This call to be a foretaste of the kingdom and invite
others into the kingdom defines the aim of the church’s mission. The mission is to make
Jesus the center of the formation of a new community, with the community being a
foretaste.

Spirit’s Mission
The Spirit guides the people of God for the sake of mission. Mission is being a
part of God’s story of redeeming all of creation, transforming it into the Kingdom of
God.116 The church is part of the mission of the triune God to bring heaven to earth,
remembering the prayer that Jesus taught. The mission is centered on bringing the good
news to everyone everywhere. The missionary nature of God means he is in pursuit of his
people. The whole of scripture is God’s rescue story of creation. The church is God’s
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image bearer, acting as his missionary people. God is a missionary God who has called
the church to be a missionary church under the leading of the Holy Spirit.117
In Exodus, God led people through a pillar of clouds. God now leads people by
the leading of the Holy Spirit. Throughout the New Testament we see the Spirit leading
the people of God. For instance, the Spirit told Paul not to go to Asia but to go to
Macedonia instead.118 Luke draws a parallel between Jesus following the Spirit in Luke
4:16-30 and the church being called to follow the Spirit in Acts 2:1-41.119 In Ephesians
and Colossians, Paul points out that the church is Spirit-filled, devoted to spiritual gifts,
prayer, prophecy, and edification.120 Most importantly, Jesus tells his followers in John
14 and 16 that he is sending the Holy Spirit as their guide. Missional communities that
fail often do not know how to listen to the Holy Spirit’s leading. At the same time,
missional communities that thrive understand how to listen to the Holy Spirt and respond.
Throughout the New Testament, the Spirit is leading God’s people on God’s
mission. Through Jesus, the church is commissioned by the power of the Holy Spirit to
be God’s image bearers to all of the world.121 Being sent out as strangers to the ends of
the earth, the church is seeking all who will gather into God’s kingdom.122 Baptism is a
sign of the church’s commissioning to be sent out as missionaries.123 Those baptized
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should not be trained in how to be a good church member first then a missionary second;
they shouldreceive training in being a good church member through living as a
missionary.124
Jesus showed the church how to live as missionaries through his incarnation.
Jesus showed the church how to be human in the world and how to show the world who
God is by incarnating Christ in the culture. Being an effective missionary is learning how
to be fully human, the imago dei, in the local culture and joining Christ where he is
already at work. The essence behind the word ecclesia is the idea of God’s people “called
out” to embody God’s mission to the world.125 The church is to be God’s missionary
force to the entire world called out to spread the good news of the Kingdom of God
through Jesus, led by the Spirit. The church has had this role since the very beginning,
becoming a community that believes, witnesses, and worships together as a foretaste of
God’ reign.126 “Mission” is commonly misunderstood as going to a foreign country with
the gospel. Instead, mission is the call that Jesus gave to all of God’s people to make
disciples, helping to spread the Kingdom of God.127
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Unified Community
As a result of the kingdom being manifested through Jesus and the Holy Spirit’s
leading, God’s family develops into a unified community. A unified community is
unified around the cross of Jesus. The cross unifies as it shows us that God always had a
plan for his people and the Spirit directs that mission. As a result of the church being a
foretaste of this unified trinity, God’s mission has a community nature.128
From the Trinity, we see that God’s very nature is one of reconciliation,
fellowship, interdependence, and family. To depict the idea of community, Scripture
shows us images of the body of Christ, bride of Christ, and people of God.129 Scripture
also shows us the familial interaction between the Trinity. Jesus calls his followers to
love one another, even describing how his followers grow through love for one another.
The only way that this community can love one another is through common unity around
the confession as Jesus as the Son of God, demonstrated through the cross and
resurrection.130
Jesus says in John 13:35, “By this all people will know that you are my disciples,
if you have love for one another.” By this Jesus was calling the church to be a visible
foretaste of kingdom unity through how they lived out community.131 This type of
community is the foretaste of the kingdom, the end of the mission of the church. The
leading of the Spirit on that mission allows the church to live as a unified community.
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The ecclesia is never supposed to focus on itself, but on others.132 Jesus serves as the
example through being alive by the Spirit in his people. Jesus lived his life for others, and
with him living in the life of the church, the glory of God is expanding throughout the
world.133 The results of my research found in the appendix showed that missional
communities that lived as a unified community through caring for one another, eating
together, and serving, thrived. Those that did not do this failed.
The “theology of harvest” stands in opposition to the nature of the church being
about incarnating the Kingdom of God.134 This approach claims that the nature of the
church is in drawing larger numbers of people.135 Leaders in this movement persuade
people to become members of the church, wooing them like a successful business.136 This
successful business model draws people to church not through incarnating the Kingdom
of God, but through proven business practices.137 In this model, the goal of the church is
to grow.138 This view is commonly called the attractional church because at its root, the
movement is all about attracting people through better programs and worship services.139
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There is a “build it and they will come” mindset to this model.140 The theology is drawn
from culture rather than scripture. It is claimed that since the culture is full of consumers,
the church should cater to consumers.141 It takes advantage of the common cultural
worldview of self-indulgence, materialism, and individualism.142 This view has little to
no ecclesiology, or sound theological basis, with the mission being simply to meet the
needs of the individual.143 It is difficult to find an ecclesiology from the leaders in this
view, as the church is all about individual fulfillment and numbers.
The scriptures used to support the attractional view are Matthew 28:19-20, and
passages like Acts 2:47, where it states that the Lord “added to their number that day.”
When reading those texts, it is easy to see that numeric growth can be a by-product of
incarnating the kingdom. Yet in Acts, the numerics were a reporting of what happened,
not the purpose of why the church existed. Another key passage used in this model is
where, in John 1:39, Jesus says to those seeking: “Come and you will see.” Jesus was
inviting the disciples to see him and ultimately his kingdom. The invitation was about
seeing Jesus and learning how to be like him, not about coming to attend a large
gathering. The attractional view of the nature of the church comes out of the Christendom
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perspective that believes the church still possess power and influence over the culture,
compelling them to come for their consumeristic needs.144
The church has a kingdom not of this world, while the attractional church sees the
kingdom as this world.145 The first chapter of the gospel of John states that God become
flesh and dwelt amongst us. Throughout the book of Matthew, Jesus tells his followers
what the Kingdom of God is like. He describes the Kingdom like a child, a pearl, a
mustard seed, selling everything, a treasure, and other images that are counter cultural to
what a worldly Kingdom looks like. Jesus lived it in the flesh and calls his followers to
do the same. Those that embody that kingdom become his church. The Spirit leads this
follower to connect with others following God to be a foretaste of the kingdom of God in
their local context. Through their unity around Jesus, they become a loving community
that brings heaven to earth here today. The Spirit guides this loving community to further
expand the kingdom. The nature of the church is centered around Jesus and the Kingdom
of God, not around the church’s activities.146

Functions of a Thriving Missional Community
If the nature of the church, the Kingdom of God, is invisible (like yeast in dough,
according to Jesus’ parable in Matthew 13:33), the functions of the church are the
practices that are visible. The functions of the church naturally lead us to the forms we
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use in executing the functions. If the functions are visible, then the forms are tangible.
From the incarnation of the nature of the church, the functions clearly develop, lived out
in unity. The local community becomes the interpretation of the nature of the church.
Jesus articulated some functions for the church when he called the disciples and
sent them out in Luke and in Matthew, in what is called “the Great Commission.” In this
passage, the overarching function Jesus gives the church is to make disciples. So here,
discipleship is the all-encompassing function of the church. I assert that all other
functions lead into the call to make disciples. Jesus sent his followers to proclaim the
good news through both word and deed, to teach, baptize, and to practice the Lord’s
Supper.147
Throughout the New Testament, we see many other functions of the church. First
Corinthians gives us insight into the agape feast. At the agape feast, they broke bread and
participated in Lord’s Supper, and experienced teaching, singing, and prophetic
messages.148 Acts 2:42-47 talks about the apostles’ teaching, fellowship, breaking of
bread, and prayer. A consistent function talked about in Acts is the breaking of bread or
the Lord’s Supper.149 In Acts 1:8 Jesus calls the church to be witnesses, while in Matthew
28:19-20, he calls the church to be disciple makers. Since there are many functions of the
church, it is beyond our scope to highlight all of them. However in summary, the key
biblical functions of the church that support a thriving missional community in the
overall function of discipleship, are: worship; proclamation of the gospel both in word to
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those inside the family of God and outside the family of God, and in deed by caring for
the broken, vulnerable, and poor in the world incarnating God’s love and compassion;
through care both to those who are in the family of God and those not a part of the family
of God; leadership; and fellowship to those inside the family of God and those outside the
family of God.
The functions of the church applied through the cultural context a church is living
in dictate the form a church will take. The church can more effectively reflect the
Kingdom of God if the biblical functions are properly defined.150 If the nature of the
church is the why, then the functions are the what, and the forms are the how. Missional
communities are not limited to the functions below. However, the functions we will flesh
out can act as overarching themes for other functions of the church not discussed here.
Worship is a key function of the church flowing out of the nature of being in the
Kingdom of God. The way the people of God worship will represent the vision of the
Kingdom of God, both worship individually and when gathered in community.151 If by
our nature, the people of God are now incorporated into Christ, this will show in our
actions. What we love as people determines what we do and who we are. Our love is
what we worship, and what we worship shows our love.152 Liturgies are rituals that show
what people ultimately desire. Out of worship, liturgies of life and communal gatherings
are formed. Liturgies are collective rituals that the people of God put into practice to train
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themselves in the ways of God.153 These liturgies will happen at corporate community
gatherings, and will play out on the individual level in the daily lives of God’s people.
One’s prayer life shapes a life of worship. A life of worship leads to a holy and sanctified
life that begins to look a lot like Jesus. In 1 Peter 1:16, Peter calls the church to holiness.
It is the function of the church to operate in holiness and lead people to submit every area
of life to the Lordship of Jesus. Worship could include other functions of the church, such
as holiness, prayer, praise, or corporate worship. Those missional communities that
worshipped together through praise, prayer, or a worship service more than one time a
week had a ninety percent thrive rate. On the other hand, those missional communities
that worshipped once a week or less failed at a rate of seventy-five percent.
The proclamation of the gospel comes in both word and deed.154 This can also be
called “evangelism.” The church looks to Jesus as the example as he calls his followers to
proclaim the good news of the kingdom. Jesus incarnates himself into the community in
which he lives, connecting both the context and the community.155 Through this
incarnation Jesus is able to communicate effectively the gospel in both word and deed. In
word Jesus preached the gospel to the pharisees in the temple (Luke 11:37-54), the
crowds (Matthew 5 &14), and to individuals (John 3). Jesus lived out the gospel in deed
through healing (John 9:1-12), protecting the broken (John 8), and taking care of the poor
(Luke 14:12-14). The ultimate proclamation of the gospel both in word and deed was the
passion week of Jesus leading to his death and resurrection.
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Jesus calls the church to follow him in this mission. When Jesus gives the Great
Commission he asks his followers not just to “Go!” but a better translation is “As you are
going” make disciples.156 The words of Jesus to his disciples show how disciples are
made, through the proclaiming of the gospel. As the church is going on its way, they are
to proclaim the good news of Jesus to make disciples. This proclaiming happens with
how the people of God live their lives and what they say and do. The living out of the
proclamation leads to such things as showing mercy and justice to those in need.157 The
proclamation in what people say is the telling of the good news or evangelizing.
Functions of the church that could fall under the function of proclaiming the gospel in
both word and deed are evangelism, mercy, justice, preaching, and teaching. This
function was very telling in my research (found in the appendix), as 100% of groups that
did not proclaim the gospel in word and deed failed, while 100% of groups that thrived
were effective in proclaiming the gospel in word and deed.
In our research, practitioners found leadership to be the top indicator of whether
or not a missional community will thrive. Len Sweet introduced our doctoral cohort to
the idea that as disciples, we are all followers of Jesus and he is the only leader.158
Importantly, we take our leadership development from Jesus, not modern leadership
training. A healthy leader is someone who knows who they are in Christ, who lives a life
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that incarnates Christ, who proclaims the gospel in both word and deed, who listens to
and obeys the Holy Spirit, and who teaches others to do the same.
Because of this, leadership is closely related to the teaching function but the
teaching function is not the only function important to leadership development. Functions
of the church that fall under leadership development is teaching, preaching, one to one
discipleship, one to three discipleship, accountability, and practicing personal disciplines.
Teaching the gospel is the center of a kingdom-driven, unified community. Teaching the
gospel leads to the reproduction of disciples. Acts 2:42 says, “they devoted themselves to
the apostles’ teaching.” And the apostles’ teaching was always connected to Jesus and his
gospel. This kind of teaching will naturally lead to Gospel-centered leaders.
Teaching either in one to one, one to three, or larger groups discipleship settings
drives the leadership multiplication at the core. Public preaching aids in pushing forth the
gospel in a community leading to multiplication. What will sustain the leadership
development of a leader is the accountability they will find in a community of other
leaders and pushing into their person spiritual development.
In the Pastoral Epistles, the author instructs Timothy and Titus to set up proper
leadership in the church, giving guidelines for what a leader is to look like. Leadership of
the church sets the tone for the foretaste of the kingdom in a particular place. Instructions
for what a church leader looks like are summed up in the way of the cross.159 The way of
the cross is the picture of sacrifice that Jesus shows us in his death on the cross.
According to Luke, the most important attribute of a leader is that he or she be led by the
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Spirit.160 A healthy church looks to the Holy Spirit as a leader, with the appointed leaders
as the lead followers.161
A key function of the church comes out of the nature of a unified community: to
care for the people of God, neighbors, and the marginal. Luke points out specifically in
Acts 2:42-47 that the church cared for one another by sharing all they had, keeping an
open table, and helping the poor.162 Throughout the gospels, Jesus gave a mandate to care
for others, and the early church practiced the care for others as a key function. In
Matthew 25:31-46, Jesus talks about giving the least of his brothers clothing, a drink, and
food. It is not enough to just give care to those in the missional community but in that
same passage Jesus commends the church to practice hospitality for strangers as well. A
healthy missional community cares for those in and outside the missional community. Of
all the groups that failed, seventy percent of them did not care for each other while ninety
percent of groups thrived that cared for one another.
In Acts 2:42-47 we can clearly see the other key functions of the church, such as
fellowship. 163 Fellowship is closely connected with care and the nature of a unified
community, namely that the church share with one another and develop deep
relationships. Fellowship is the making of friends and developing Christ-centered
community. Eating together is the number one way that missional community leaders
reported developing a community that fellowships together. This function was also the
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most definitive in identifying a thriving missional community. This is not surprising,
since a group can easily identify if they are eating together and fellowshipping. One
hundred percent of groups that thrived ate together, while 50% of groups that failed did
not eat together. Half of the churches polled said that this function was among the top
three most important functions of a thriving missional community.
It is true that other models of the church contextualize these functions. The
primary model that opposes the missional church is the attractional church, discussed
earlier. The attractional church takes on many biblical functions listed above. Yet the
attractional church’s functions become engulfed by the values of consumer cultures,
leading these churches to be in the business of religion.164 The attractional church
becomes focused on perpetuating and keeping the business of church alive, while in
contrast, the biblical nature of the church is about seeing the reign of God enlighten the
darkness of the world.165

Historical Forms
If churches simply start with form, rather than doing the hard work of defining the
nature and functions of the church, they lose track of the “why” of what they are doing.
This can lead to problems, with the church being just a series of organizational programs
or events, quite apart from the spiritual discipleship the church is called to.166 There are
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some continuous historical forms that the church should learn to contextualize. These
include the sacraments, gathering, and the table.167
A church leader can easily go from one extreme to another in response to a
ministry problem. As we’ve fleshed out previously a church leader may just copy modern
forms that have had success. This church leader makes the assumption that Christendom
is still the driving cultural force. There is also the other extreme when a church leader
will completely abandon any recognizable modern form. The latter church leader will
many times claim going back to the way the early church did things or pre-Christendom.
I contend that there is a better way than either extreme. As discussed in chapter one,
Christendom happened for thousands of years. There are key forms that have stood the
test of time. They are forms that started with Jesus and continued through Christendom
until today. We are not in pre-Christendom any longer but we are now in postChristendom. Christendom had a huge affect on our culture that will affect our context
and specifically the forms of the church. There are forms that have stood the test of time
from the time of Jesus to today. I will describe why the historical forms of the
sacraments, gathering, and table should be contextualized in each local context.

Sacraments
The first historical form that has been contextualized throughout the history of the
church are the sacraments. There is much debate about what should be included as
sacraments, whether a church is Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, or Evangelical. The two
sacraments that most everyone includes are the Lord’s Supper and Baptism. Other
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sacraments such as marriage, ordination, healing, and confirmation are carried out in
various ways, though not all consider them sacraments while some reject them all
together. Baptism and the Lord’s Supper are important because they are the two that
Jesus commanded us to do in scripture. Jesus is explicit in his gospels about the practice
of the Lord’s Supper and Baptism. When sharing “the Lord’s Supper” for the first time,
Jesus encourages his followers Luke 22:19 to “do this in remembrance of me.” In the
Great Commission, Jesus calls his followers in Matthew 28:19-20 to baptize in the name
of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Within the function of the church is a sacramental life
where the presence of God imbues all that we do, including executing the sacraments of
the Lord’s Supper and Baptism.168 As the church lives a sacramental life, the actual
sacraments will be special areas in which God’s presence is particularly intense.169
The Lord’s Supper is not just important because Jesus told us to do it but because
it is an effective form for communicating the Gospel. In Acts 2:42-47 we see that the
early church was centered on the Apostles teaching while they took the Lord’s Supper
together. Practicing the Lord’s Supper regularly keeps a community centered on
Christ.170 The Lord’s Supper brings us into a tangible encounter with Christ and what he
did allowing the church to look forward to his future Kingdom.171 Inherent in the Lord’s
Supper is the fact that the church are sent to incarnate just as he was. As the church eats
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and drinks of the supper the principle that God became flesh and touches all the senses.172
It brings us into Christ’s work in the world reminding us of what he did and what the
church is called to do.173 The inward reflection at the Lord’s Supper leads to an outward
commissioning to go on his mission.174 The Lord’s Supper gives us a glimpse of the
coming Kingdom where all the needs of the world are met. The Lord’s Supper is a
picture of a those in need being provided for in salvation.175
A thriving missional community will be centered on the Gospel and a form for
teaching a community the Gospel is the Lord’s Supper. At the Lord’s supper one is to
humble themselves and surrender to Christ.176 Throughout history the primary reason that
the church met was to celebrate the Lord’s Supper together. The church did this to remind
each other of what Christ did.177 Practicing the Lord’s Supper regularly center’s the
church on Jesus. The Lord’s Supper reminds us of the provision we have in Christ, the
sacrifice of Christ, and the forgiveness we receive through Christ.
The Lord’s Supper was instituted doing what human must do, namely eat.178 It is
not a coincidence that Jesus uses what is most common to humans to represent what he
did on the cross. Humans must eat. If we do not eat, we will die. The same is true of
Christ. If we do not metaphorically eat and drink of the bread and the cup of his new
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covenant, we will surely die (John 6:41-59). He also instituted the Lord’s Supper so that
God’s people would remember him and what he did. The Lord’s Supper is a picture of
the way things should be in this life, a picture of unity, reconciliation, and forgiveness.179
The Lord’s Supper brought all of God’s people into his body and blood, calling all to
sacrifice as he sacrificed for the church.180
Baptism sacramentally demonstrates that God has now reconciled the world to
himself. Baptism like the Lord’s Supper reminds us of what Christ did. Baptism is a
moment in time that the church can look to as a sign of salvation.181 This sign is also the
first mark of the church’s commissioning to go and make disciples. Through baptism the
church is not only commissioned, but is initiated into a group of people.182 As a result of
the commissioning that happens at baptism, the priesthood is open to all of God’s people
no matter what their background.183 Leslie Newbigin says, “baptism was Jesus’ anointing
for ministry.” Just as God anointed Jesus with baptism, the church is anointed through
their baptism for ministry.184

Gathering
Out of the nature of a unified community, the church will gather together. The
church is to be a foretaste of the Kingdom of God, centered on Jesus. Jesus gives us
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evidence that his disciples are a foretaste in John 13:35 where he says, “by this all people
will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another.” The best way to
be centered on Jesus is to get more of Jesus, and the best way to get more of Jesus is to
gather those people who are living out the kingdom. The presence of Jesus is manifest
when the saints are gathered, and it doesn’t matter the place in which they are
gathered.185 At the gathering, the gospel is preached. The gathering has been developed
over the years—from the catacombs in the early church to beautiful basilicas, and now in
renovated warehouses, schools, and theaters. Preaching centers the church on God’s
Word and the Gospel, helping the church understand their nature and calling. Preaching
gives the church a centered authority by which to live.
A primary form that the attractional church will want to contextualize is the
building. The Christendom mindset fosters the attitude that church buildings are the place
where God’s presence resides. As the church heads into a post-Christendom era, this is a
form that will need to be contextualized under the form of the gathering. The church will
need to contextualize where they gather. The form of a building will need to be
researched depending on the culture. Where the church is located will need to dictate the
form of where people gather. This does not need to be a physical building called a
“church,” but could be a house, storefront, school, the outdoors, or anywhere people
gather. Not every church needs a physical church building.
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Table
The table is the final historical form that has stood the test of time. As stated,
Jesus did most of his ministry around a table.186 Throughout the history of the church, the
table has been integral to the form of the church. At the table, all are welcome, people are
fed, relationship is fostered, Jesus is the head, the Eucharist is celebrated, the Gospel is
taught, praises are sung, and prayer happens. The early church’s main gathering was
around the table known as “the love feast.” In Luke 24:30-31, Jesus wasn’t recognized
after his resurrection until he sat at the table. Throughout the history of the church, the
table has changed from a physical table where you have a meal, to a table where the
bread and wine sits in the middle of a sanctuary. It has become a metaphor, and the
church lost the physical table—to the point that the church has started to realize that the
physical table is needed again. This revival has led to small groups meeting in homes.
The table still today like it was in Jesus’ time is the center of developing
community.187 Around a table people find things out about others they would not
normally find.188 The table is central to what happens in people’s lives, there are family,
friends, informal, and formal tables.189 Meals around a table in any society develop the
cultural values.190 At the table there are no favorites we are all equal around the table.191
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The Apostle Paul writes to the Corinthian church in 1 Corinthians 11:18 that at the table
there are “no factions.” There is unity around the table and it is where reconciliation
happens. At the table everyone is vulnerable and let’s their guard down to eat.192 It is in
this posture that we are able to show and express love around the table. Eating around the
table is a picture of dependence, without food we cannot survive, and as we feast together
we find fulfillment together.193 When we eat together in God’s presence we find
fulfillment not only physically but spiritually as well as we look forward to the promised
feast to come.194
As we see in scripture Christ reveals himself around a table. The table has been a
historical form contextualized throughout history with Jesus revealing himself around it
through his supper, the fellowship of believers, and the fulfillment that is found there. In
my research it is found that eating around the table is important to a thriving missional
community. In a missional community there are three types of tables: the mission table,
the sacramental table, and the agape table.195 The mission table is the table where the
body of Christ is going to make disciples. The mission table is the table in which you
invite your non-believing friends to. The sacramental table is the table at which you
celebrate the sacraments, interact with the church forms and structures, and introduce
those people in your community that don’t know Christ to his saving love. The agape
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(love) table is the the table in where you eat with those that know Christ and discuss the
deeper things of Christ. A thriving missional community will contextualize these tables.

Thriving Missional Communities
A thriving missional community will redeem modern forms to contextualize the
nature, function, and historical forms of the church. My research data showed the top four
things that dictate whether a missional community thrives: the community knowing the
gospel of Jesus so they can embody the Kingdom of God, the leadership of the missional
community, the group listening to the Holy Spirit, and the group eating together around
the table. Data showed other factors that loom large in a thriving missional community,
including the group taking the Lord’s Supper together, and the group gathering with a
group of fifty or more on a regular basis.
For a missional community to thrive, the community needs to first study the
nature of the church as the incarnation of the Kingdom of God embodied as a unified
community guided by the Holy Spirit’s mission. Using the functions of the church as a
filter, the community will need to decide, based on the particular culture they are in, how
they will live out the functions of the church in that culture. They will need to pay
particular attention to the functions of leadership development and caring for each other
and community. Finally, a healthy community will need to contextualize the historical
forms of gathering, sacraments, and the table.
Based on our data, the missional community will need to gather consistently with
a larger group of fifty or more. If an individual church only has one missional
community, it would be helpful for that missional community to network with other
missional communities to gather together, or with another church for a larger worship
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gathering. If this doesn’t happen, the missional community is likely to fail because there
is little accountability, no social interaction outside of their smaller community, and they
easily become fragmented. I have seen missional communities that don’t gather with a
larger community lose momentum quickly, lose sight of the nature of the church, and
become ingrown, losing vision.
A missional community will need to decide how they will gather around the table.
The number one response by leaders of thriving communities involved eating together.
As was discussed about the table the three types of tables: the mission table, the
sacramental table, and the agape table the missional community will need to
contextualize. Ray Oldenburg talks about every culture having three places that people
operate in: home, work, and hobbies.196 In each one of these places, there is relationship
and a table. Oldenburg’s work shows us a rythmn to culture that involves three places.
One is where we rest and go deep, what Oldenburg calls the home place. This would be
the agape table where we rest and go deep with the body of Christ. Another is the place
where we spend a lot of our time learning, growing, and interacting with people the most
what Oldenburg calls work. This would be the sacramental table or the place in which we
spend time with our church friends and non-church friends showing them Christ. And
Oldenburg talks about the hobby place. This is the place where we go to have fun and
make new friends. This is the mission table where we are connecting with the broader
community on our particular mission.
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How will the missional community gather those who don’t know Christ around a
table? Who has God called you to make disciples of? What is your particular mission?
Where are the tables in your norms and networks? How will you implement the
sacramental table? How will you connect with those unbelieving friends you’re discipling
with your believing friends? How will you celebrate the agape table? How will you go
deeper with those that are in Christ? A thriving missional community will contextualize
these tables.

Narraphor of a Thriving Missional Community
Creating a narraphor involves turning a metaphor into a story.197 Our local
community has a CrossFit group. CrossFit is a gym, called a “box,” that is unlike any
other gym. It defines its workouts as “constantly varied functional movements performed
at high intensity.”198 CrossFit is more than that, however; it is also a community. It is a
community in which you invest yourself fully. It is different than a “globo-gym,” the
name for a gym where you pay a minimal membership fee to use hundreds of machines,
but often do not end up getting in shape. There is little investment in a globo-gym, and
little to no community.
The difference between a thriving and failing missional community is the
difference between a globo-gym and a CrossFit box. When seeking out a globo-gym, you
are looking for the most amenities for the least amount of cost. As a prospective
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customer, you are given a tour by a salesperson, who encourages you to join based on
what you want out of the gym. Many globo-gyms offer coffee, donuts, pizza, or a cafe
upon entry. Most offer babysitting for your kids. There are hundreds of machines
throughout the gym, with televisions playing everywhere so you do not get bored. Many
have great locker rooms. The goal of the globo-gym is to lock you in to paying the 20-30
dollars a month for as long as possible, so they can make as much money as possible.
Their goal is not to help you become healthier or to develop your fitness. In fact, if your
workout becomes too intense or you make too much noise, you will be asked to stop, or
worse yet, to leave. When you show up to do your workout, you keep to yourself, rarely
getting to know anyone, and no one is showing you what to do. You can hire a personal
trainer to work with you, but their goal is to keep you paying, not necessarily to improve
your fitness. Many offer classes for additional fees, but overall, it is a work at your own
pace environment. People can be members of a globo-gym for years with little
improvement in their fitness or health.
A CrossFit box on the other hand is the exact opposite of a globo-gym. There are
no amenities. When you are deciding whether or not to join a CrossFit box, no one really
shows you around. You can see the entire box from the entrance. The workout of the day
(WOD) is what you get to experience to decide if you want to join or not. Each class is
done in community, with a coach giving you guidance. After class, the community hangs
out and builds relationship based on an intense shared experience of the WOD. There is
no flashiness to a CrossFit box. It doesn’t offer to meet your every desire, though they do
offer you a chance to be the fittest and healthiest you’ve been in your life, and they do
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offer community. CrossFit facilitates relationships with members outside of the box
environment through parties, hangouts, and service opportunities.
A failing missional community will look more like a globo-gym, while a thriving
missional community will look more like a CrossFit box. Members of a failing missional
community will seek to meet their consumers’ needs. There will be little investment and
growth. The leadership will seek to make people happy, rather than see them grow into
fully developed disciples of Jesus. When things start to fail, they will seek to improve the
amenities of childcare, the environment, and hospitality. There will be little community
development in a failing missional community. As in a globo-gym, people will come in
and out, not developing real friendships. Few will seek to actually grow into healthy
disciples of Jesus. Little is taught about becoming a disciple of Jesus. Rather, the goal is
to get as many paying parishioners as possible.
Members of a thriving missional community will invest much in their
communities. They will invest their blood, sweat, and tears. They will invest money and
time into developing the community. There won't be a lot of flash, because they are
selling discipleship. Leadership will demand that the members participate and grow, not
just show up. Leadership will facilitate community amongst the members, and the
members will connect as they have shared discipleship experiences. The goal of
leadership will not be to have as many people as possible, but to create healthy disciples
of Jesus. Kids won’t just be babysat, they will be trained to be disciples along with adults.
Leadership won’t just be doing the work of ministry, but training and doing it right along
with the members. Growing the thriving missional community won’t be done through
improving amenities, but through fostering the health of the disciples, who become an
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attractive community. The world will see Jesus through a thriving missional community.
And Jesus is attractive.

CHAPTER FOUR: ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION

As we fleshed out in Chapters One through Three, missional communities are
failing and a key function for them to thrive is leadership. This abstract will address this
issue and develop a comprehensive coaching plan for the leaders of missional
communities. I will develop an artifact to help coach missional community leaders on
how to best avoid the traps that cause them to fail, and to help them develop a clear plan
to help them thrive. I will develop a manual for a two-year coaching structure that will
include every other week coaching, a twice a year two-day learning immersion, and one
day teasers to promote the two-year process. The two-day learning immersion will be in
person while the every other week coaching will take place as a learning cohort via video
conferencing. With the every other week video coaching plan I will develop a coaching
primer to walk alongside the cohorts, which will include video teachings, reading plans,
assignments, and journaling. This coaching process is called “Launch,” developing a
discipleship culture within communities. The manual will include all of the below.
Event

Description

Launch One Day

One Day Teasers for the 2-year learning process. These One Days are
used to give a taste and promote the 2-year learning process.

Launch Immersions

Every 6 months there will be a 2-day learning Immersion designed to
teach, coach, and create action steps for teams.

Launch Coaching

Twice a month leaders will be coached via video conferencing and an
online learning tool.
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One Day Teasers
To promote the two-year process and give leaders a taste of what the two-year
process will involve, we will host “One Days.” These one-day teasers will have three
training sessions with two breakout sessions to allow participants to dive deeper into
groups to discuss what was learned. The One Day’s will give a basic overview of the
program with dynamic discipleship training. The training portion will give insight in how
to set up a discipleship structure starting with the gospel, and the participant as the
disciple. At the end of the time together we will have a question and answer time for the
leaders. These one day teasers will serve to give people a taste of what the Launch
process will involve, and to gather people’s information to promote the two-year process.

Learning Immersion Description
The immersions will be two days every six months with missional community
leaders and their teams. We will encourage pastors to bring their leaders to this process.
With their teams present, they will receive practical training on things to avoid when
leading a missional community, as well as things to implement to help them develop a
thriving missional community. There will also be times throughout the two days where
each team will receive team coaching for their specific missional community and
personal development. During these two days each missional community will develop a
six-month plan based on their learning from the two days. These six-month plans will
lead each missional community’s leader to be coached.
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Cohort Coaching Description
After the learning immersion, the point leader for each church will receive ongoing coaching in a cohort of 6-8 other leaders. This coaching will take place via online
video conferencing every other week. The coaches will have a specific coaching plan
through which they will be coaching the leader. The coaching plan will include the sixmonth plan each missional community leader has filled out, as well as the Launch
coaching primer. There will also be specific coaching and accountability within each
leaders’ six-month plan. Additionally, there will be monthly off the call assignments for
each leader to engage in through the Launch Primer to prepare for each coaching call.199
As part of Launch two-year program, one leader from each church community will
receive ongoing coaching from one of our Launch coaches. Coaching will take place
every other week through an online video conferencing application. Each leader will be
coached in detail to his or her context on how to best develop a discipleship culture in
that context.

Artifact Incarnation
This coaching plan will specifically target leaders in our denomination, the
Christian and Missionary Alliance. I am currently part of the Church Plant Multiplication
Team within our denominations Metro District and am part of the Regional Church
Planting Team for the denomination’s Northeast Region. Our plan is to encourage all
church planters to go through this process in the Northeast, with the hope of seeing it
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expand to other regions. We will also target local pastors looking to develop missional
communities in their local contexts. We are calling this process “Launch.” From here on,
“Launch” will refer to the two-year coaching process including the Immersions, Cohort
Coaching, and One Days.
Launch is the process by which we coach leaders to launch a discipleship culture
in their communities. Launch is a dynamic discipleship training initiative to help all
church leaders move from just copying discipleship programs to developing a culture of
discipleship that fits each church’s local context. The training moves people over a twoyear process to understand what it means to disciple people in all of life and create
discipling movements.
We have a specific team that helps to lead Launch. As our team developed out the
Launch One Days, we are currently developing out the Launch Immersions and Launch
Coaching Cohorts. This artifact will develop the manual for Launch One Days, Launch
Immersions, and the Launch Coaching Primer. The Launch Coaching Primer will be
developed from scratch with coaching materials.
We currently have monthly One Days scheduled through June and in Fall of 2017
will start the two-year Launch process. In August 2017 the coaching primer will begin to
be implemented with the leaders that engage in the process. The movement of the twoyear process is in four phases.
•

Phase 1: Christology. To educate people who need a firm foundation in the
Gospel.

•

Phase 2: Missiology. Flowing out of the foundation of the Gospel comes the
mission of God.
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•

Phase 3: Ecclesiology. After beginning to make disciples through the Gospel and
the Mission, a church is formed.

•

Phase 4: Leadership. Like Paul, leaders need to be empowered to create an
ongoing discipleship culture.
This process is needed for missional community leaders for a variety of reasons.

First, missional communities are failing and leadership is a huge factor. Coaching will
provide the accountability to stay in the fight of developing a missional community longterm. This process will also provide the training needed to help leaders avoid pitfalls
leading to failure. Secondly, the word “missional” has taken on a negative connotation,
and we are seeking to dispel the negativity attached to the word, asserting that the work
of the missional movement should not be ignored, just improved upon. Third, it is
important that we are always learning from each other. We cannot fall into the traps that
this paper has discussed by merely copying forms. Missional community leaders should
always be learning from each other to constantly grow into what is working and what is
not. Finally, living out the missio dei is hard work and even Jesus didn’t go it alone.
Community is needed to live this out and lead it. Jesus sent his disciples out two by two,
and just as it was modeled for us, we need to work together.200
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CHAPTER FIVE: ARTIFACT SPECIFICATIONS

In this Artifact Specification I will breakdown the curriculum development of the
Launch One Days, Launch Immersions, and Launch Cohort Coaching. For the One Days
and Immersions I will develop the curriculum plan and the specific lessons in detail. I
will be building out a Launch Coaching Primer that includes coaching documents,
reading, videos, and journaling.

One Day Specification
The One Days will give a taste of the two-year process for the leaders of the
missional churches. During the One Days there will be three teaching sessions and two
small group breakout sessions with a lunch included. The focus of this One Day will be
on leader development.

Session 1: Gospel Identity
During this first session we (the Launch discipleship team of trainers) will teach
the foundation of the gospel to the group. We will teach the gospel’s power to save us
from our sins and its purpose for pursuit of the Missio Dei. We will also teach people
what it means to live a gospel fluent life. A gospel fluent life is one that knows how to
apply the gospel to every situation. It is only by the power of the Gospel that the Missio
Dei can be accomplished.
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Breakout Session 1: Kairos Circle201
This breakout we will go over the Kairos Circle. The Kairos Circle is a tool to
help people understand what God is speaking to them. We will teach the circle, then have
people share different Kairos moments with the group.
Kairos Moment: As Jesus walked the earth he was constantly revealing the
Kingdom of God to people. Scripture identifies these moments where an individual had
this “AHA” moment.

The Greeks had two words for time. The first is chronos, chronology, meaning
linear time – the days, weeks, months and years. And then there was Kairos. The word
kairos is used over 90 different times in the New Testament. Kairos is the word used for
divine moments. Kairos moments are those moments of epiphany, small or large, that
cause an individual to make decisions that shape their destiny.
Kairos moments may be monumental, or they may be mundane—from the parting
of the sea to God speaking through a whisper. They may be moments of great joy, or may
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be moments of great sorrow. An individual identifying their kairos moments is one thing,
but responding to them is yet another. A person responds to them by asking, “what is God
saying to me in the moment, and how does God want me to respond?”

Session 2: Discipling Structure
In this session we will teach a broad overview of discipleship culture. This session
will look at the 5 M’s of discipleship. The mission, message, method, and miraculous
cause movement. We will walk people through what each of these mean, allowing them
time to evaluate where they are in each area in order to develop a plan of development.

Breakout Session 2: Stop/Start
During this breakout session we will use the tool Stop/Start. During this time each
leader will think of something in their life they need to start doing and stop doing, asking
themselves: What if you were implementing the discipleship principles we just learned?
What would your ministry look like? And, What did you start believing and doing today
and what did you stop believing and doing today?

Session 3: Living Life in 3 Spaces202
Life in 3 Spaces involves a rhythm of moving people through a discipleship
process. First we look at scripture. The first space that Jesus and his disciples operated in
was amongst the people, sharing the good news of the Kingdom. So, the first spaces are
the spaces in which we are sharing the gospel. This is the calling of the incarnational life

202

Adapted from The Table Network Reclaim Chapter 8.
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amidst the world. The first space is called: Go. The places people go are the coffee shops,
gym, workplace, places you volunteer, youth sports, local pub, and others like it.
The second space is the place where you intentionally share the gospel with
people. These are the spaces where missional communities connect the unchurched folks
they are meeting in their first spaces with those that are already part of the family of God.
A second space can be a party, event, some kind of public discussion about Jesus, or even
the worship gathering. The goal for this space is to help people that don’t yet know Jesus
to take next steps with those that do know Jesus. This second space is called: Connect.
The third space is where missional community members simply gather with the
family of God. This is where people stop to connect in a deep way with each other, God,
scripture, worship, and liturgy. The Lord’s Supper will be taken in the third space, songs
will be sung, and scripture studied. This is a space that intentionally brings someone who
has a desire to go deeper with Christ to go deep as a community. This third space is
called: Pause.

Closing: Take Away/Leave Behind
At the very end of the time together, each person will get two sticky notes to write
what God has spoken to them throughout the day. On one sticky note they will write what
God has asked them to leave behind, and on the other what God has asked them to take
with them. Each person will then have the opportunity to share with the whole group their
leave behind and take away. Each person will also post the sticky notes on a board.
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Immersion Specification
Launch Immersion 1
Christology: The first Immersion will give participants a clear understanding of
Christ and his gospel. We will teach people their identity as a result of the Gospel.
Personal Discipleship: Each leader will have time to process how they are going
to live in light of their identity in Christ.
Team Development: Each team will focus on where each individual leader is at in
light of their Gospel identity, developing a plan as a team on how to develop that further.
Pitfalls of the missional church will be discussed.

Launch Immersion 2
Missiology: The second immersion will dive deeper into the idea of a practical
missiology for groups. We will teach the nature of the church to the group. We will also
teach a basic structure for a missional church.
Personal Discipleship: Each leader will have the opportunity to reflect where they
are in living out the nature of the church and into their missional calling.
Team Development: Each team will develop a plan for building a structure around
their missional calling in their local context.

Launch Immersion 3
Ecclesiology: The third immersion will dive deep into the idea of each church’s
ecclesial identity. There will be practical teachings on the structure of a missional church
that leads to disciple-making.
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Personal Discipleship: There will be time for each individual to diagnose where
they are gifted and called to serve in their local missional church.
Team Development: The team will have a lot of time in this immersion to develop
a plan of action for their missional church’s structure.

Launch Immersion 4
Leadership: When the Apostle Paul developed new discipleship communities, he
was able to move on, trusting the communities to good leadership. In order to multiply
discipleship communities out to generations, leadership is needed. The final immersion
puts it all together from Christology, Missiology, and Ecclesiology. The emphasis will be
on listening to the Holy Spirit in the midst of everything, trusting him to move in power.
Case studies will be provided of different ways to structure your church, as well as
principles of a thriving missional community.
Personal Discipleship: Particular focus will be on each individual starting to lead
in the midst of the discipleship structure developed for their local context.
Team Development: Each team will walk away with tools and a plan for how to
develop an ongoing missional culture in their communities.

Coaching Specification
The Coaching portion of Launch will start with the first immersion and run for
two years. The point leader for each church participating in the process will be the one
coached, and the expectation is that they will coach their leaders entering the immersion
process. I will develop out a coaching primer for each coaching session. Each coaching
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session will have a series of questions to discuss, an action item to work through, and
reading to reflect on. During the coaching sessions each leader will have a six-month plan
that they will be coached toward. The primer develops out two sessions per month, with
one of those session being coaching through the leaders’ six-month plan, and the other
through the primer.
The primer will focus on twelve topics over the course of two years. The primer
topics in order are: Gospel, Kairos Circle, Up/In/Out, Nature of the Church, Function and
Historical Forms of the Church, Contextualization, Life in 3 Spaces, APEST, Developing
Healthy Discipleship Communities, Leadership Development, Common Mistakes that
Lead to Failure, and Future Plan Development. The first coaching session of the month
will involve coaching to the six-month plan. The second coaching session of the month
will engage the primer topic. Each primer topic will include a book, an action item, and a
journal assignment.

CHAPTER SIX: POSTSCRIPT
Execution

The execution of the abstract has already begun with our Launch One Day teaser
events. They have met with great success. We have averaged twenty-five pastors at each
event. So far we have executed three One Days with a total of seventy-eight pastors in
attendance. We have one more scheduled. We are currently taking registrations for our
first Launch Immersion on March 24-25, 2017. We anticipate reaching our goal of having
thirty churches involved, based on the success of the One Days. Beginning the first week
of April 2017, the Launch Coaching Primer will be implemented.
This Written Statement will be used as a teaching document for the Launch
Immersions, and as reading material for the Launch Coaching Primer. Each academic
chapter lines up perfectly with the execution of the abstract through the Launch
discipleship process.

Analysis of the Artifact Approach
I am a practitioner of building missional community. I live and breathe disciplemaking on the ground. The topic I chose is related to my life experience as a missional
community leader. I have seen many missional communities fail, and fewer thrive. I see
the biblical support for the missional approach—but clearly we are doing something
wrong. It was my desire to research why that was happening across America, creating a
tool to help leaders avoid those pitfalls.
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Our denomination, the Christian and Missionary Alliance, and specifically our
Metro District, strives to shift from the old way of doing church by merely attracting
Christians from other churches, and to learn to make disciples in all facets of life. I have a
leadership role within the district and wanted to use my studies to provide a relatable tool
for those pursuing the missional community way.

Gains Made
I have learned that there is not one form that fits every church, but every church
must begin to be missional in its approach. Our job as leaders is not to strive to change
our churches to look like another, but to contextualize the missional approach to our own
settings. I believe the Launch Manual is a tool that will, over the two-year process, help
churches do just that. I have already begun to implement the coaching primer within my
setting with other missional community leaders in my local church, and already I have
seen groups begin to thrive.

Further Research
This project has started me on what I know will be a life of constant research. I
have created folders of future research ideas that I just did not have time to pursue. A key
research area for me next will involve community around the table. I want to explore the
history of Jesus’ ministry around the table and how we can contextualize that practice
into our local churches. I also want to pursue researching the historical forms of the
church, and how we contextualize those today. Additionally, there are almost endless
social constructs churches use to pursue the mission of God. Essentially, many of the
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arguments churches have around philosophy of ministry are really arguments around
social constructs. I would love to research whether or not there is a biblical social
construct, or to research what social constructs were used in the New Testament and what
was their essential relationship to the Gospel, mission, and church. If we can get the
church to pursue irreducible minimums, perhaps we can stop fighting over the social
constructs, or perhaps not.

Final Thoughts
This project was extremely helpful for my ministry and how I lead in the church.
It has made me a better writer, researcher, leader, and most importantly, follower of
Christ. The research led me to different beliefs than I had before. It helped me to form my
own opinions rather than copying others. It is my prayer that what God has done through
my work on this project will impact many for the Kingdom of God.

APPENDIX: SURVEY RESULTS

Responders:
Twenty-five pastors across the United States, covering every region and representing
over 200 missional communities.
This question got the most response, addressed by every participant. Top three responses
were Leadership, Holy Spirit, and Knowing your Identities in Christ. The most
interesting was a close 4th, Eating in community. Another enlightening tidbit was that
most missional community leaders do not think gathering matters for a thriving group,
though they responded that lack of a gathering leads to the failure of a missional
community.
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Have you ever attempted to launch missional communities as a church? What was
that like?
“We tried once and failed due to lack of training. It was simply on the basis of reading
other resources. We regrouped and started again about 2 years ago. We kept going
because they are needed to grow mature disciples.”

“Yes. The church attempted to do so a few years ago as a churchwide thing and it failed.
It was stopped and then restarted later on as a pilot project under Metro Launch.”

“We are trying to launch a missional community as a local church at present. There is
freedom in not having to perform the 'attractional' model because of the missional
community heartbeat, but it is a very slow-going process. There is not an attraction and
addition of 'seekers' because there is no service-oriented model being offered to them. We
simply don't have the programs and services 'seekers' often are looking for. However, as
we are the ones seeking relationships with others, we are seeing glimpses of Christ
working in people's lives. Some have been drawn into our 'way of life' together. We are
continuing this movement as we ready to begin our 3rd year on this journey.”

“I have. Doing it now. We are moving forward as a church since everyone started seeing
this community as their church family.”
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Have you ever had a Missional Community fail or not live up to what you wanted?
“I lead the formation of an MC that failed mainly because expectations were not as clear
in the beginning. When people said they were "on board", we found out that wasn't true.
This isn't just to place blame on them. It taught me to pursue greater clarity upfront and
foster a learning environment where all people have a say and can grow at different
speeds.”

“Yes, because it became ingrown.”

“Yes. All sorts of reasons. Generally the failure has been in some quirk of leadership.
One MC has impossible people unwilling to deal with their own sin and issues. But still
this is also due to leaders unwilling to go there with people.”

“Most have failed due to lack of clearly defined mission, poor coaching, and failure to
launch with committed co-leaders”
“Yes. We have killed off a couple. The first failed due to inflexible leadership who tried
to hammer an MC into a model and mold it was not intended. The second had all leader
types who were selfish and wouldn't yield well together.”

“We didn't have committed leaders with the necessary gifts and capacity to shepherd their
respective MC’s."
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“Failed because not connected to the larger body of Christ and secondly because I started
with the wrong leadership.”

“This is usually because of poor training, expectations not well communicated, of simply
trying to push against what so many people are used to doing in small groups.”

“People had a hard time with the paradigm shift.”

“I've learned to keep my expectations from growing too large. Those that have failed
have been from poor expectations of success in a consumeristic culture seeking their
needs to met rather than needs of others.”

“The MCs that failed was due to a lack of full commitment of the leader couple, it takes a
tremendous amount of energy and time to plant a successful MC, without the appropriate
investment it will not get off the ground let alone survive.”

“Lack of clear vision. Lack of buy in by the leadership of the group. Lack of prepared
leaders.”

“Starting a missional community without a clearly defined mission is the most common
and frustrating one.”
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“What I've discovered is that MC's tend to fail in leaders eyes because they don't have the
immediate results that programs and events do.”

“I believe they became only inward focused and therefore they lost their drive to be sent.”

Have you seen a Missional Community thrive? In your own words, why?

“I think the simple answer is people who are aware of God's love for them and compelled
to love others (both inside and outside of God's family).”

“Yes because the missional community was active as a family both to each other.”

“They go beyond their own comfort in their leadership zone.”

“Typically the true family identity allows an MC to thrive. The mission is the driving
force to true family.”

“The spirit working. In a human sense we see our MCs thrive when leaders serve,
communicate regularly and model a missions life.”

“I believe it thrived because it was nurtured by a relentless leader and the leaders
themselves were motivated by a passionate love for Christ.”
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“When mission and family are balanced, there is an enthusiasm that seems to help the
group grow.”

“When people lay aside their personal agendas in order to trust the Spirit working
through their participation in the community the MC thrives.”

“Because of the commitment level of its leaders”

“The Holy Spirit got ahold of people with prepared leadership, a clear vision of the
mission, and a commitment by a community to pursue it.”

“MC depending on Jesus, living authentic life with one another and have a clear mission
do well.”

“The Spirit, Godly leader, compelling mission, and long-term faithfulness.”

“A leader modeling discipleship and focussed on equipping others. A clear vision to
reach the lost. A common mission to make disciples. Intentional spaces to disciple people
where they were.”

Anything else you can share on how your Missional Communities have either failed
or thrived?
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“Slowing down is very important. That refers to pace of leadership, expectations or
others, and giving time for relationships. In hindsight, I think the community that failed
three months in, may have been a "success" had I known better how to slow down and
move at the speed of relationship.”

“In thriving, you see much more balance of up in out. The ones that failed have generally
honed in on only 1 or 2 to the detriment of all 3. Those that are moving toward thriving
are seeing a clearer picture of identity and what Christ is asking of them. Those that fail
tend to just get stuck in structure or rhythm because we said to do it not because there's
an understanding.”

“We've found that ours have risen and fallen on godly, tireless and spirit filled leadership.
Inflexible, half-in leadership or a lack of willingness to be clear and lead have been the
most challenging struggles we have faced.”

“Patience, intentionality, patience, love, love, love.”

“We are still learning this - but not rushing what the Spirit is doing and recognizing that
people are at so many different points in the discipleship continuum is helpful.”

“Take it slow and small.”
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Structure flowing out of gospel identity is really important. Talking to the Holy Spirit a
lot is more important.”

“Regular Coaching is VERY important.”

“Keeping a missional mentality as a part of every gathering, praying for a missional
mentality, praying for neighbors, celebrating small missional wins, and replacing
gatherings with missional scatterings are key.”
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